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Abstract: In spatio-temporal predictive coding problems, like next-frame prediction in video,1

determining the content of plausible future frames is primarily based on the image dynamics of2

previous frames. Considering data that do not necessarily incorporate a temporal aspect, but instead3

they comply with some form of associative ordering, we establish an alternative approach based on4

their underlying semantic information. In this work, we introduce the notion of semantic predictive5

coding by proposing a novel generative adversarial modeling framework which incorporates the6

arbiter classifier as a new component. While the generator is primarily tasked with the anticipation7

of possible next frames, the arbiter’s principal role is the assessment of their credibility. Taking into8

account that the denotative meaning of each forthcoming element can be encapsulated in a generic9

label descriptive of its content, a classification loss is introduced along with the adversarial loss. As10

supported by our experimental findings in a next-digit and a next-letter scenario, the utilization of11

the arbiter not only results in an enhanced GAN performance, but it also broadens the network’s12

creative capabilities in terms of the diversity of the generated symbols.13

Keywords: semantic predictive coding; next-frame prediction; deep learning; generative adversarial14

networks15

1. Introduction16

The recently (re-) discovered deep learning framework, specifically Deep Neural Networks (DNNs),17

has revolutionized research in AI and machine learning setting the stage for major breakthroughs18

in a wide variety of scientific disciplines [1–4]. Inspired by cognitive processes, DNNs are able to19

structure a hierarchical internal model of the provided observations by forming different levels of20

abstraction and by extracting relevant intermediate representations. As the information flows deeper21

into the network, a prediction associated with the observed data can be obtained, usually in the form,22

but not always limited to a pertinent annotation. Eventually, the error between the estimated and23

the ground-truth outcome is propagated backwards [5] into the network in an effort to update the24

trainable parameters towards optimizing the prediction process.25

Despite the heavy influence of human cognition on deep learning, fundamental differences exist26

in the way information is processed. One major example is the notion of the anticipation of “what27

will happen next” which has been established as a subject of crucial importance for human cognition.28

Interpreting fundamental or complex phenomena and actions into possible effects and consequences29

has always been an integral component of human survival and evolution. The current hypothesis30

is that the brain actively constructs and repeatedly updates a generative model in conformity with31

the sensory information from the external environment. In essence, it forms its own perception32

of the outside world so as to anticipate what is going to happen before it actually senses it. This33
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functionality of the brain is the subject of an emerging theory in neuroscience termed predictive coding34

[6–11]. According to the notion of predictive coding, not only is the brain able to process and respond35

to incoming sensory stimuli originating from its immediate environment, but also it is capable of36

drawing inferences and predicting future incoming information based on the gained experience. The37

discrepancy between what has been predicted and the actual incoming sensory input leads to the38

generation of an error signal which can be leveraged for the optimization of the predictive process.39

Over the last decade, several attempts have been made in an effort to bridge the gap between40

the biological mental concept of predictive coding and the artificial realization of the same idea in the41

context of the deep learning paradigm. A widespread and probably the most characteristic example42

of these endeavours has materialized in the field of computer vision and, specifically, in the case of43

the next-frame prediction [12]. With the primary objective of simulating part of the brain’s predictive44

potential granted by the human visual sensory system, next-frame prediction entails the processing45

and exploitation of historical and sequential visual observations in a bid to anticipate subsequent46

frames. However, the vast majority of works in the existing literature mainly focus on the issue from47

the perspective of video prediction, thus drawing on information primarily based on the presumed48

motion and position of individuals entities and objects, essentially reassembling a transformation of49

the preceding scenes into a plausible future frame.50

Figure 1. Difference between spatio-temporal and semantic predictive coding. The top part of the
figure demonstrates how spatio-temporal features are utilized for predicting the next frame in video
sequences characterized by smooth dynamics. In the bottom part, the proposed scheme can predict the
next element in sequences of challenging handwritten digits and letters as well as potentially more
abstract concepts, like item to buy or movie to watch next in recommendation systems.

In this work, we lay the foundations for an alternative and unique approach to the problem51

of next-frame prediction, by formulating a methodology able to directly derive higher-level visual52

semantics from an ordered sequence of images, instead of a lower-level representation of what has been53

previously observed. An intuitive insight of the difference between the typical next-frame prediction54

scenario (denominated spatio-temporal predictive coding) and the concept of semantic predictive coding55

introduced in this work can be gained in Figure 1. The proposed framework, termed Arbitrated56

Generative Adversarial Network (A-GAN), constitutes an indisputable distinction from currently existing57

works in the next-frame prediction literature in the fact that while in traditional approaches the adopted58

model attempts to guess the most likely future from all plausible outcomes, primarily guided by the59

image dynamics of the previous frames, in our case the prediction of each subsequent image is solely60
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based on the deeper understanding and the well-aimed interpretation of the interconnected visual61

semantics of the input sequence. Indicative applications include examples in anomaly detection, with62

the objective to detect if a new sample is normal or not, and recommendation engines, where sequences63

of bought items can be utilized for predicting the next recommended item. In this scenario, images for64

clothes bought by a user could be potentially utilized by the proposed scheme in order to recommend65

matching, new clothing items. Furthermore, such a service could utilize the synthesized images in66

order to retrieve similar available items.67

Motivated by this novel perspective on the problem of next-frame prediction and, to the best of68

our knowledge, by the lack of relevant works that contemplate this certain approach, we utilize the69

cutting-edge deep learning methodology of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [13] to effectively70

tackle the issue at hand. In particular, the adopted model is adversarially trained and aptly arbitrated71

in an effort to reliably respond to incoming sequences of ordered inputs, by generating appropriate72

visual outputs that successfully match contextually and coherently what has been previously observed.73

To validate the potential of this work, we thoroughly investigate the issue at hand from a principal74

yet significantly informative viewpoint of numerical and alphabetical enumerations. In short, the key75

contributions of this work include:76

• The formulation of the semantic predictive coding paradigm as an extension of the traditional77

next-frame prediction paradigm.78

• The development of a novel generative DNN architecture termed Arbitrated Generative79

Adversarial Networks for addressing the semantic predictive coding.80

• The demonstration of the capabilities of the proposed framework on the visual prediction of81

alphanumeric sequences.82

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the related work83

in spatio-temporal predictive coding with deep learning methodologies. In Section 3, we describe84

the utilized methodology and establish the proposed A-GAN framework. In Section 4, we present85

our experimental findings with accompanying discussion. Finally, conclusions about this work are86

deduced in Section 5.87

2. Related Work88

At present, a wide assortment of different deep learning methodologies have been developed,89

in an effort to address the problem of next-frame prediction, and have essentially flourished as the90

backbone of most video prediction approaches. The spatio-temporal nature of the problem has91

prompted the adoption of the 3D convolutional operation in a variety of works [14–16], in an attempt92

not only to derive the inherent correlations in the spatial domain of each input frame, but also93

the temporal dynamics between subsequent frames. On the other hand, an alternative approach is94

presented in [17], where a combination of both a temporal encoder and an image generator is employed95

in the proposed GAN scheme, so as to successfully capture the underlying time series in the data.96

Sequence models [18], and in particular certain variations of the Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)97

[2] archetype, have materialized as a significant component in the next-frame prediction literature. In98

[19], the authors implement a recurrent pyramid of stacked gated autoencoders [20], while Srivastava99

et al. [21] propose an alternative autoencoder-based architecture comprising an LSTM encoder and100

one or multiple LSTM decoders (one for the reconstruction of the input sequence and another for101

the prediction of future frames). The concept of the Convolutional-LSTM (ConvLSTM) is introduced102

for the first time in [22], a substantial extension of the fully-connected LSTM, with convolutional103

structures in both the input-to-state and state-to-state transitions. PredNet, an attempt for an in-depth104

and meticulous implementation of the brain’s predictive coding mechanisms is demonstrated in [23],105

while in [24] a thorough assessment of the same network is conducted, both in terms of the fidelity of106

the intended realization and of its potency for the problem at hand. In [25], the authors recommend107

the segregation of the video motion and content with the introduction of two different encoders, one108
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for the image spatial information and another (LSTM) for motion dynamics. The combined knowledge109

from both can then be leveraged by a convolutional decoder in order to perform a more effective110

prediction. Finally with PredRNN [26], and the improved version of the same idea in [27], an enhanced111

memory cell for the LSTM architecture is proposed with the ability to derive both spatial and temporal112

representations at the same time.113

The debut of GANs in the video prediction literature transpired in 2016 with the work of Mathieu114

et al. [28]. In this work, the authors acknowledge the disadvantage of the sole use of a pixel error-based115

loss (e.g. MSE), and they subsequently suggest the combined adoption of an adversarial-based loss,116

along with an image gradient difference loss and a conventional reconstruction error-based loss. A117

multi-scale architecture is also recommended in an effort to mitigate the loss of resolution resulted118

by the use of pooling. Ever since, a multitude of GAN-related works for next-frame prediction have119

emerged [29–38] demonstrating the grand potential of this cutting-edge methodology. At the same120

time, recent advances in the broader image generation literature, from image [39] and video [40]121

super resolution, semantic image synthesis [41–43] and image inpainting [44] to the generation of122

natural images [45], texture synthesis [46] and face generation [47,48], have consolidated GANs as123

the “belle of the ball" in a plethora of prominent tasks in the computer vision discipline. Moreover,124

other significant works concerning the GAN archetype are summarized below. In Mirza et al. [49], a125

conditional variation of the vanilla GAN framework is proposed. Contrary to the latter [13], where126

the imitated data distribution is exclusively generated from random noise, in this newly explored127

case both the generator and the discriminator can be conditioned on additional priorly available128

information, such as the class label of the provided input. The "Wasserstein" GAN is introduced in [50],129

where the exploitation of the Earth mover’s distance [51] is demonstrated to result in a more stable130

training process. Finally, with the concept of Coupled GANs (CoGAN) in [52], a joint distribution of131

multimodal images can be determined without the need to provide the network with matching images132

of both modalities at training time.133

3. Proposed Methodology134

In this paper, we employ state-of-the-art deep generative models in an effort to investigate135

the task of predictive coding from a new unexplored angle. While in conventional video frame136

prediction the generation of each subsequent frame is primarily centered around the understanding137

of the scene dynamics, in this work we attempt to ascertain the capability of the proposed model to138

derive meaningful visual semantics and semantic associations from ordered sequences of symbols.139

To properly examine and effectively address the semantic predictive coding task, we consider the140

state-of-the-art framework of GANs, introduced by I. Goodfellow et al. [13], which has paved the way141

for significant breakthroughs in a wide range of applications in the past few years. Its adoption in the142

typical scenario of the problem of next-frame prediction [28,34], as well as in a variety of tasks in the143

target-image generation literature [39–41], has demonstrated the auspicious capabilities of this deep144

generative modeling archetype.145

Further elaborated, the proposed framework introduces an alternative loss function in lieu of the146

lp-based losses commonly used, where instead of imposing a constraint on the reconstruction quality147

of the desired image output of the generator, a classification-based loss is adopted in accordance148

with the ground-truth class that encapsulates the output’s expected semantic content. Essentially, we149

accomplish this alteration by inserting an additional DNN to the GAN “equation", along with the150

generator and the discriminator, which we refer to as the arbiter. The arbiter is a pre-trained, and thus151

not trainable internally in the GAN optimization, classifier that exclusively interacts with the generator152

and that is solely engaged with the task of evaluating the symbols created by the latter, resulting in an153

appropriate classification loss to be propagated back to the generator (Figure 2).154

We focus on the specific scenario of the visual anticipation of succeeding fundamental155

alphanumeric symbols, when presented with an input sequence of either numerical digits or alphabetic156

characters in an ascending order. In both examples, the datasets that we employ are entirely based157
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Figure 2. A brief illustration of the proposed framework. The generator is provided with an image
sequence of ordered alphanumerics (digits or letters). The generated output is then propagated to the
discriminator and the arbiter. The role of the discriminator is to distinguish between images originating
from the generator or the initial dataset, resulting in an adversarial loss. The role of the arbiter is the
categorization of the generator’s output based on its semantic meaning. Since the arbiter has been
already competently trained as a classifier of digits (or letters alternatively), there is no further need for
an update of its weights, thus the backpropagated gradients are exclusively used for the generator’s
optimization.

on the popular subsets of the NIST Special Database1, namely the MNIST Database of Handwritten158

Digits2 [53] and the EMNIST Letters3 [54].159

3.1. Generative Adversarial Networks160

The unveiling of the generative adversarial networks’ archetype occurred in 2014 by I. Goodfellow161

and his colleagues [13]. The principal idea incorporated in this vanilla GAN framework introduces two162

interplaying DNN adversaries, the generator (G) and the discriminator (D), which compete with each163

other in a game-theoretic approach. While the generator’s G : Rd → Rm×n×l main purpose manifests164

in the realistic synthesis of image data observations x ∈ Rm×n×l of a certain distribution pX (based165

on an input latent variable z ∈ Rd which is randomly drawn), at the same time, the discriminator’s166

D : Rm×n×l → [0, 1] principal task is to evaluate both real and synthesized samples, coming from the167

original distribution and from the generator respectively, and to determine their authenticity via a168

probability output. Ideally, for an image x ∼ pX this probability output D(x) would be equal to 1,169

whereas for a synthesized image x̂ = G(z) ∼ pX̂ the probability D(x̂) would be 0. Vice versa, in the170

case of the generator, the ideal scenario would entail the exact opposite event of D(x̂) = 1, given that171

G is expected to result in realistic and credible image observations in order to deceive D. Essentially,172

and as the game unfolds, both entities gain knowledge from each transpired outcome in an attempt173

to exploit what they have already learnt and to improve the quality of their results. This two-player174

minimax game between G and D can be described by the function:175

min
θG

max
θD

Ex∼pX(x)[logD(x)] + Ez∼pz(z)[log(1− D(G(z)))], (1)

where θG and θD correspond to the generator’s and the discriminator’s trainable parameters. In176

practice, both G and D are trained concurrently by alternating gradient updates.177

1 https://www.nist.gov/srd/nist-special-database-19
2 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/
3 https://www.nist.gov/itl/products-and-services/emnist-dataset
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The same fundamental idea can be easily attuned to the problem of next-frame prediction and178

in particular to the special case addressed in this work (Figure 2). In a similar manner to what has179

been previously described, the generator’s G : Rm×n×l ×Rm×n×l × ... ×Rm×n×l︸ ︷︷ ︸
t times

→ Rm×n×l main180

task still remains the consistent imitation of image data observations x ∈ Rm×n×l originating from181

a certain distribution pX. Instead of a latent variable z, this time G receives an input of t ≥ 1 image182

symbols x1, x2, ..., xt ∼ pX (digits or letters), ordered with respect to their semantic content, and with183

the primary objective to generate the correct succeeding symbol xt+1 in the row. At the same time,184

the discriminator’s D : Rm×n×l → [0, 1] received input (image symbols either generated from G or185

originating from pX) and derived output (probability of being real) are maintained as is. Given that186

we exclusively operate on either the MNIST Database of Handwritten Digits or the EMNIST Letters187

dataset, the spatial dimensions of each observation correspond to the values m = n = 28, while the188

channel dimension l is equal to 1. Finally, in the case of the loss function of Equation 1, it is accordingly189

transformed into the following:190

min
θG

max
θD

Ex∼pX(x)[logD(x)] + Ex1,x2, ..., xt∼pX(x)[log(1− D(G(x1, x2, ..., xt)))]. (2)

3.2. Arbiter Network191

Even though the utilization of the conventional adversarially trained GAN architecture for the192

task of next-frame prediction can eventually lead to an exceptionally accurate imitation of the original193

data distribution, nevertheless it does not establish any concrete guarantees ascertaining that the194

generated output will ultimately be valid in terms of the continuity of the provided input sequence.195

In practice, and in accordance with the newly introduced scenario proposed in this work, not only196

G is required to deliver image symbols that will be outright indistinguishable from their legitimate197

counterparts, but, at the same time, it is imperative for a constraint to be set in order to ensure the198

coherent semantic association of the output’s content as a corollary to what has already been observed199

in the input. For example, considering the input sequence illustrated in Figure 3, the generation of a200

corresponding image output depicting any numerical digit except from ’8’ would clearly satisfy the201

conditions defined by the adversarial loss for G, despite the fact that in reality none of these numbers202

correctly represent the desired outcome.203

Input Sequence

Plausible Outputs

Figure 3. Provided that we feed the generator with a specific sequence of associated symbols (the digits
’5’, ’6’ and ’7’ in this example), we expect in return a visual response (the digit ’8’) that will contextually
match the given input. The digits in the figure have been obtained from the MNIST dataset.

In the typical setting of next video frame prediction with GANs, and in a variety of target-image204

generation tasks, the adoption of an additional pixel error-based loss between the desired image output205

and its synthetic equivalent constitutes an effective and rational choice in the endeavor to impose the206

similarity between prediction and expectation. From the widely used lp-related losses in [28,39] to a207

feature space VGG [39,40] and the Charbonnier [40], this category of losses has demonstrated the vast208

potential of the GAN archetype in successfully addressing such demanding tasks. However, this rather209

straightforward workaround poses a significant disadvantage to the uniquely defined perspective of210

the semantic predictive coding. By concretizing the form of the expected next-in-line symbol, based on211
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the content of the given input sequence, and by imposing a pixel-wise comparison with the generator’s212

predicted output, consequently we establish unnecessary limitations in the set of plausible outcomes,213

subdue G’s creativity and impair its generalization capacity. The arised problem related to the use of214

such a loss can be easily identified, in a simplistic context, by observing a subset of all the plausible215

outputs associated with the input sequence (’5’, ’6’, ’7’) in Figure 3. Conceptually, we understand216

that the number ’8’ is definitely the one that should follow, but which realization of an image of an ’8’217

would we choose to use on our loss function and why would we favour this choice over other valid218

candidates?219

To avoid this predicament we propose a departure from the commonly used reconstruction220

error-based loss functions, which does not align well with the particular requirements of the introduced221

approach, and the utilization of a classification-based loss instead. By formulating a simple labeling222

scheme that encapsulates appropriately the semantic content of each possible symbol, we can223

accomplish a pivotal transition from the concept of actualizing symbols with strict and inflexible224

requirements regarding their form to the realization of each new symbol with a much more abstract225

and conceptual approach. Thus, we avoid setting unnecessary limitations to the model on the form of226

the predicted outcome, and instead we grant it carte blanche in order to operate in a more inventive227

and resourceful manner.228

The introduction of the required classification loss can be effectively achieved by inserting an229

additional third network in the GAN architecture, along with the generator and the discriminator,230

denominated as the arbiter (A). The principal task that A : Rm×n×l → [0, 1]c is appointed with, pertains231

to the assessment of the image samples that have been generated by G, in terms of the quality and the232

veracity of their semantic content. Essentially, A is none other than a high-accuracy pre-trained DNN233

classifier tasked to categorize images of the c distinct symbols classes of the employed dataset, 10 in the234

case of next-digit prediction, and 26 in the next-letter prediction scenario. If G manages to correctly (or235

incorrectly) predict the next image symbol, then A, in turn, will most probably result in an accurate (or236

inaccurate) categorization of this symbol, leading as such to a minuscule (or rather large) classification237

loss. On the other hand, there is no interaction between A and D, meaning that they both have a direct238

impact on the optimization of G’s generation procedure, but not on each other’s probability outcomes.239

In the case of the classification loss of the arbiter, we choose to adopt the widely used categorical240

cross-entropy loss, also known as softmax loss, which, given the typical one-hot-encoding labeling on241

most DNN classifiers, is defined as follows:242

LA = −log
estrue

∑c
i=1 esi

, (3)

where strue corresponds to A’s output score (before softmax) for the true class and si to the output243

score for the i-th class. As a final note, given that A is pre-trained and, thus, highly competent in the244

task it has been assigned to, there is no need to be further trained internally in the GAN, meaning245

that it completely ignores the backpropagated gradients exploited by G to optimize its generative246

capabilities.247

3.3. The A-GAN Framework248

The block diagrams in Figures 4 (generator) and 5 (discriminator and arbiter) broadly present the249

main functionalities of the 3 DNNs that comprise the proposed A-GAN architecture. As illustrated in250

Figure 4, G initially receives an input sequence of symbols in ascending order, it concurrently extracts251

relevant representations independently for each symbol (via the combination of convolutional filters252

and the ReLU [55,56] activation) and it concatenates the resulting feature maps into a unified tensor253

of features. A deep residual network [4] with K residual blocks (where K is a hyperparameter) then254

operates on the derived tensor ultimately leading to a visual prediction of the next symbol in line.255

Given that the employed image datasets have been pre-processed and normalized in the value range256

of [−1, 1], the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function is utilized as an appropriate activation output of the257
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Figure 4. Block diagram of the generator’s functionality.

network. Even though the aformentioned pipeline corresponds to the training phase of the generator,258

still it is retained unaltered during inference.259

The synthesized images that have been generated by G are simultaneously processed by both260

D and A, as easily observed in Figure 5. The conventional yet very powerful methodology of261

Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (DCNNs or CNNs) [3,57] has been selected as the basis for262

both classifiers, with a combination of convolutional + ReLU feature extractors, pooling operations263

and fully-connected layers essentially culminating in the corresponding predictions. The principal264

distinction between D’s and A’s CNN architectures materializes in the size and activation choice of265

their respective final layers, having in mind that the former is a binary and the latter a multi-class266

classifier. For every generated symbol, and for each corresponding real image equivalent that D is267

presented with, a binary decision regarding their authenticity must essentially be made. Thus, a single268

output unit with a sigmoid activation will suffice in deriving an associated probability value of whether269

Pooling

repeatable, based on depth

Arbiter

 Input image is real 

with 96% probability 

 Input image is forged 

with 4% probability 

Pooling

repeatable, based on depth

probability for a = 0.008

 You generated 

the letter m 

c output classes

(c = 26, for letters)

Discriminator

probability for z = 0.002

probability for n = 0.190

probability for m = 0.711

Figure 5. Block diagram of the discriminator’s and the arbiter’s functionalities.
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the observed input is actually real or forged. On the other hand, given that A’s main task amounts270

to the reliable categorization of the synthesized input’s semantic content into c mutually exclusive271

classes, then a final layer of c different output units with a softmax transfer function constitute the272

de facto choices. Even though both softmax and sigmoid result in probability-oriented outputs, the273

critical advantage of the former is that it reflects a normalized probability for each class, constraining274

the sum of all probability values to add up to one. Thus, while A’s confidence for the prediction of a275

specific class strengthens (hopefully the true class), it affects not only the corresponding probability for276

that class which will obviously increase, but also the respective probability values for the remaining277

classes which will have to decrease.278

As a final note, we define the combined loss function used for the generator’s training, consisting279

of an adversarial loss and of the arbiter loss, as already described in Equations 2 and 3 respectively.280

Given that log(1 − D(G(x1, x2, ..., xt))) is generally prone to saturation, we choose to minimize281

−log(D(G(x1, x2, ..., xt))) instead. Therefore, for a given training input sequence x1, x2, ..., xt and an282

output score strue of the succeeding element’s xt+1 ground-truth class, the combined loss becomes:283

LA-GAN = −α log(D(G(x1, x2, ..., xt)))− β log
estrue

∑c
i=1 esi

, (4)

where α and β are weight factors for each loss term.284

4. Experimental Analysis and Discussion285

4.1. Dataset Manipulation286

The MNIST Database of Handwritten Digits [53] and the EMNIST Letters dataset [54] have287

been utilized for the performance evaluation of the proposed methodology. Both datasets have been288

pre-processed and normalized in the value range of [−1, 1] and have been split into two complement289

subsets, the training and the test set. For each experimental setup, the input of the generator exclusively290

consists either of digit or letter sequences of length t. Given a batch size b and a number of training291

iterations i, the total number of training sequences can be calculated as b × i. Each of the input292

sequences, both during training and at inference, is dynamically created by randomly selecting an293

initial symbol as a starting point and by additionally appending its t− 1 succeeding elements from the294

corresponding dataset. Among the symbols of the same semantic content, each selection is performed295

at random. For example, and for t = 4, consider a training input sequence of digits that we randomly296

select to start with the number ’5’. From all the different training images that depict the number ’5’, we297

arbitrarily pick one as the starting point of the sequence. Then, we select, also by random, one image298

per each subsequent element, namely the numbers ’6’, ’7’ and ’8’. Lastly, given that in reality the digit299

’9’ and the letter ’z’ are terminal, then for the sake of our experiments we assume a circular ordering,300

meaning that we regard the digit ’0’ as the succeeding symbol of ’9’ and the letter ’a’ as the next-in-line301

after ’z’.302

4.2. Experimental Setup303

Each experimental setup has been trained for 100,000 iterations with a batch size of 10, resulting in304

1,000,000 different training input sequences. At the same time, 10,000 test sequences have been utilized305

for the evaluation of each model. An example of the evolution of the generation procedure with regard306

to the training iterations is depicted in Figure 6. The performance of the proposed approach in the case307

of the digits’ dataset has been investigated with a separately trained A-GAN from that of the letter’s308

dataset. In both cases, extensive hyperparameter tuning has been conducted and the experimental309

findings have suggested the following setup as the optimal layout of each demonstrated network.310

Regarding G’s initial feature extraction stage, 128 different convolutional kernels have been trained311

per each symbol in the input sequence, totaling to 128× t feature maps in the concatenation stage.312

Subsequently, the utilization of 15 residual blocks with 128 different filters per convolutional operation313
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(a) From the digits’ dataset, the number 9.

(b) From the letters’ dataset, the letter k.

Figure 6. Evolution of the generation operation as the number of training iterations increases.

has been designated as the optimal architectural choice in the case of the residual network. For D,314

2 convolutional layers have been selected with 64 and 128 filters respectively, 1 dense-ReLU layer315

with 1024 neuronal units and a dense-sigmoid layer with 1 unit. Max pooling has been also applied316

after each convolutional layer. Finally, A has been pre-trained independently from G and D with 3317

convolutional layers of 64, 128 and 256 filters, max pooling, 1 dense-ReLU layer of 512 units and a318

dense-sigmoid layer with either 10 output units, in the digits’ scenario, or 26 units in the case of the319

letters. The utilization of a 0.5 dropout [58], applied exclusively on the dense layers, has demonstrated320

an enhanced performance in the case of A, but it has not yielded any better results in the case of G321

and D. Batch normalization [59] has been adopted in all 3 networks. As for the weight factors α and322

β of the loss terms in Equation 4 it has been determined that a value of α = β = 0.01, in the case of323

the next-digit prediction, and values of α = 0.001 and β = 0.01, in the next-letter prediction, should324

essentially result in the best performance. As a final note, in the majority of our experimental efforts325

we have mainly focused on input sequences of length t = 4, but we have also examined alternative326

cases in Section 4.3.2.327

4.3. Qualitative and Quantitative Results328

To effectively perform a comprehensive evaluation of the potential of the proposed approach, a329

thorough investigation of the various aspects of the problem at hand must be conducted leading to330

handily interpretable experimental findings of both qualitative and quantitative nature. Given the331

higher-level perspective of the problem, compared to the conventional scenario of video prediction,332

the most evident and indisputable way of assessing the quality of the derived results is by visually333

inspecting each corresponding prediction. For instance, characteristic examples of fitting predictions334

that have been generated by concretely trained models can be observed in Figure 7. On the other hand,335

there is not a straightforward and unambiguous way to sufficiently measure the performance of this336

approach, in comparison with the typical evaluation metrics used in other target-image generation337

tasks including the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and the Structural Similarity Index Measure338

(SSIM) [60]. To this end, we propose the utilization of the arbiter not only as a regulator of the339

optimization of G’s generative capabilities, but also as a critical assessor for the quantification of G’s340

predictive potency during inference. As we have already stated, A is a highly-competent classifier of341

digits or letters (based on the context of the data), whose status remains unaltered during the training342

of the GAN. After the completion of the training procedure, we need to effectively evaluate in a343

measurable and direct way the performance of G, when presented with new unseen input sequences.344

Given that for each new sequence G must respond with a visual prediction of the supposed next345

element, subsequently this prediction can be fed-forward to A in order to categorize it into an existing346
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Figure 7. Indicative generative results during inference. In each case, the smaller upper symbols
represent the input of the generator (unseen new data), while the larger single symbol below
corresponds to the predicted outcome. For example, in the first case, we feed the generator with
the letters (’h’, ’i’, ’j’, ’k’) and as a result we get the letter ’l’ which is clearly correct.

class. If we compare A’s output with the class label that essentially corresponds to the desired semantic347

content of the predicted element, this would result in a classification accuracy measure as a quantifiable348

criterion of the performance of G as follows:349

A-GANacc =
|Gout_correct|
|Gout_total|

, (5)

where |Gout_correct| is the number of G’s generated predictions correctly classified by A and |Gout_total|350

is the total number of predictions.351

4.3.1. Chains of Consecutive Predictions352

The evaluation of a model based on the generation of a single next-frame can be partially indicative353

of the model’s high or limited potential in tacking the problem at hand, but it can also prove misleading354

if no further examination of its predictive potency is conducted. To be able to separate the wheat355

from the chaff, this evaluation can be easily extended to a chain of consecutive predictions during356

inference. In particular, for each link of a chain, G’s current output can be essentially circulated357

back into the network as part of the input sequence, thus triggering a new prediction. This way, the358

Table 1. Inference accuracy results in the chained prediction scenario for a highly capable model and,
also, in a case where a considerable performance deterioration is observed from link to link. The results
correspond to the digits’ dataset.

1st in chain 2nd in chain 3rd in chain 4th in chain 5th in chain

Potent Model 99.50 % 99.34 % 99.36 % 99.06 % 98.74 %
Underperforming Model 97.52 % 92.22 % 83.74 % 73.46 % 61.01 %
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performance of each model can be thoroughly assessed through a multi-stage procedure, enabling a359

tangible distinction between a consistently highly-achieving model and a model with an ostensibly360

prominent performance that will eventually fall apart somewhere along the chain.361

A characteristic example supporting the aformentioned analysis is demonstrated in Table 1 in the362

case of the digits’ dataset. As easily observed, even though the two contrasted models do not differ363

significantly in terms of the resulted accuracy in the 1st link of the chain (1.98%), as we move deeper,364

the second model falls short of the expectations with a sharp accuracy decrease (36.51% from the 1st
365

to the 5th link) broadening the gap between the two to 37.73%. A brief qualitative comparison of the366

two models is also conducted in Figure 8, where the underperforming case yields failed predictions in367

the 3rd and in the 5th link of the chain. Even though in the 3rd, the correct succeeding element of the368

given input sequence (’8’, ’9’, ’0’, ’1’) is arguably the digit ’2’, instead, the generated output has been369

categorized as a ’7’ by A. At the same time, in the case of the 5th link, the quality of the predicted image370

is once again inadequate, something that can be also backed by the arbiter’s wrongful categorization371

which has resulted in the class ’8’.372

(a) A successful chained prediction.

(b) An underperforming chained prediction.

Figure 8. Illustrating the quality of two different chained predictions, at inference, for the digits’ dataset.
In each case, the smaller upper digits represent the input of the generator, while the larger single digit
corresponds to the predicted outcome. In the first link of each chain the input exclusively consists of
samples originating from the test dataset. In the last link of each chain the input exclusively consists of
the samples that G generated in the previous links.
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Table 2. Inference accuracy results in the chained prediction scenario for a highly capable model and,
also, in a case where a considerable performance deterioration is observed from link to link. The results
correspond to the letters’ dataset.

1st in chain 2nd in chain 3rd in chain 4th in chain 5th in chain

Potent Model 95.84 % 94.88 % 93.08 % 92.36 % 91.28 %
Underperforming Model 88.18 % 85.90 % 80.08 % 72.29 % 60.71 %

In a similar manner, an additional quantitative comparison in the next-letter prediction scenario373

is presented in Table 2, where the initial accuracy difference of 7.66% of the two models is eventually374

escalated into a substantial 30.57%. Furthermore, in Figure 9, the inferiority of the quality of the375

underperforming model’s generated results is evidently validated by the ambiguity in their forms,376

leading to an increased uncertainty in A’s predictions almost everywhere in the chain. For example,377

even though the derived letter ’v’ in the 2nd link is correctly classified as such by A, the corresponding378

(a) A successful chained prediction.

(b) An underperforming chained prediction.

Figure 9. Illustrating the quality of two different chained predictions, at inference, for the letters’
dataset. In each case, the smaller upper letters represent the input of the generator, while the larger
single letter corresponds to the predicted outcome. In the first link of each chain the input exclusively
consists of samples originating from the test dataset. In the last link of each chain the input exclusively
consists of the samples that G generated in the previous links.
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Table 3. Inference accuracy results in the chained prediction scenario for different cardinalities (value
of t) of the training/testing input sequence. The results correspond to the digits’ dataset.

1st in chain 2nd in chain 3rd in chain 4th in chain 5th in chain

4 input frames 99.50 % 99.34 % 99.36 % 99.06 % 98.74 %
3 input frames 99.06 % 98.68 % 98.04 % 97.90 % 96.18 %
2 input frames 98.08 % 97.46 % 96.86 % 95.46 % 92.92 %
1 input frame 97.44 % 96.20 % 95.08 % 93.16 % 90.34 %

Table 4. Inference accuracy results in the chained prediction scenario for different cardinalities (value
of t) of the training/testing input sequence. The results correspond to the letters’ dataset.

1st in chain 2nd in chain 3rd in chain 4th in chain 5th in chain

4 input frames 95.84 % 94.88 % 93.08 % 92.36 % 91.28 %
3 input frames 94.54 % 92.82 % 91.45 % 89.72 % 87.13 %
2 input frames 91.10 % 87.40 % 82.20 % 79.24 % 73.68 %
1 input frame 85.50 % 76.12 % 67.24 % 60.62 % 54.02 %

probability for the class ’v’ is still significantly low and, in fact, not far in value from that of the letter379

’c’, while in the 5th link of the chain, the expected ’y’ class is mistakenly identified as ’x’.380

4.3.2. Impact of the Cardinality of the Input Sequence381

In this subsection, we explore the impact of the input’s cardinality t in G’s predictive performance,382

as an attempt to address the question of how many symbols are, in fact, sufficient to form a reliable383

decision on what will be essentially observed next. The first and most evident deduction that can be384

made by observing Tables 3 (digits) and 4 (letters) is the fact that when the cardinality of the input385

sequence decreases, a subsequent decline in the performance of the trained A-GAN is also witnessed.386

This can be easily explained taking into account that as t drops, not only the network’s prediction is387

based on a continuously reduced amount of information, but it also becomes more uncertain, given388

that the ratio of real data to the generated data in the input also decreases moving deeper into each389

chain. For example, for t = 4, this ratio is 4:0 in the 1st link, 3:1 in the 2nd and 2:2 in the 3rd, while for390

t = 3 this ratio becomes 3:0, 2:1 and 1:2 respectively. In the extreme case of t = 1, illustrated in Figure391

10, each prediction in the chain is exclusively performed with single-image inputs, meaning that apart392

Figure 10. A single-input chained prediction during inference. The generator receives an input image
of the digit ’7’ from the test set and correctly provides the next digit ’8’ as his response. Subsequently,
the resulting image of ’8’ is fed back to G as a new input, predicting the digit ’9’ as the next output and
so on so forth.
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from the 1st link where the input originates from the test dataset, for deeper links the input is purely393

synthetic and exclusively based on the corresponding output feedback from each preceding link.394

An equally important observation can be expressed in the comparison between the two employed395

datasets, where the utilization of a shorter sequence of input symbols in the next-letter anticipation396

scenario appears to have a severely greater impact in the performance deterioration of the trained397

A-GAN in contrast to the next-digit prediction. An intuitive explanation to this phenomenon stems398

from the fact that in the case of the letters’ dataset, not only the labelset of possible classes is significantly399

larger compared to the digits (26 to 10), but also there is a greater diversity in characters of the same400

class, given the concurrent existence of both capital and lower-case letters in EMNIST. The highest401

performance drop of 8.40%, from t = 4 to t = 1, in the 5th link of the chain in the digits’ scenario, still402

remains a smoother decrease compared to the 10.34% in the 1st link and the 37.26% drop in the 5th link403

in the letters’ case.404

4.3.3. Arbiter’s Loss versus l2 Loss405

A final, yet very critical, evaluation criterion for the introduced A-GAN framework materializes406

in the comparison of the proposed arbiter’s classification loss (Equation 3) versus a conventional,407

and commonly used in various target-image generation tasks, pixel error-based l2 loss. Given a408

non-arbitrated GAN with an l2 loss, essentially we get the combined l2-GAN loss as follows:409

Ll2−GAN = −α log(D(G(x1, x2, ..., xt))) + β ‖G(x1, x2, ..., xt)− xt+1‖2
2, (6)

where xt+1 is a reference image that is randomly chosen from the training dataset, independently for410

each training input sequence and in conformity with the semantic content of the true next element411

of the sequence. For example, and for t = 3, given an input sequence of the letters (’e’, ’f’, ’g’), then412

the true next symbol is the letter ’h’. Thus, we arbitrarily select a random image of the letter ’h’ from413

the training dataset to contribute in the calculation of the l2 loss in conjunction with the generated414

prediction. Instead of designating a constant, across all training iterations, reference image per distinct415

symbol in the dataset, we choose the random selection strategy in an effort to secure a potentially416

better variability in the results of l2.417

Figure 11. Characteristic examples of generated symbols (digits) during inference with the adoption of
the A-GAN loss versus the utilization of the l2-GAN loss. In both cases, we contrast images from the
highest performing models in terms of the derived accuracy.
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Figure 12. Characteristic examples of generated symbols (letters) during inference with the adoption
of the A-GAN loss versus the utilization of the l2-GAN loss. In both cases, we contrast images from the
highest performing models in terms of the derived accuracy.

Characteristic examples of correctly predicted symbols during inference are illustrated in Figures418

11 (digits) and 12 (letters), for both the A-GAN and the l2-GAN. The clear advantage of the proposed419

arbitrated methodology is validated in the two Figures, both in terms of the quality and the diversity420

of the derived images. Even though the l2-GAN is capable of generating decent results with regard421

to the veracity of their content, there is no significant variation in the symbol forms, with a collateral422

development of some pixel artifacts in the cases of the digits ’2’, ’3’ and ’4’ in Figure 11. The superiority423

of the proposed approach is also confirmed in quantifiable terms in Table 5, where in the digits’424

scenario the A-GAN overpowers the l2-GAN from 0.24% accuracy in the 1st link of the chain to 0.03%425

in the 5th link, with a respective 12.61% to 10.44% increased performance in the case of the letters.426

Table 5. Comparing the performance of various GAN models at inference, when using the arbiter’s
classification loss versus the utilization of a pixel error-based loss, namely the l2 loss.

1st in chain 2nd in chain 3rd in chain 4th in chain 5th in chain

A-GAN best case - digits 99.50 % 99.34 % 99.36 % 99.06 % 98.74 %
l2-GAN best case - digits 99.26 % 99.34 % 99.20 % 99.04 % 98.71 %

A-GAN best case - letters 95.84 % 94.88 % 93.08 % 92.36 % 91.28 %
l2-GAN best case - letters 83.23 % 82.58 % 82.16 % 81.24 % 80.84 %

5. Conclusions427

In this paper, we proposed an alternative approach to the problem of next-frame prediction,428

termed semantic predictive coding. Marking a departure from the typical example of spatio-temporal429

video prediction, we instead focused on sequential images that follow a certain form of associative430

ordering. In our approach, instead of drawing inferences based on the spatial information and the431

temporal dynamics of past frames, we take advantage of the semantic information concealed in the432

data in an effort to contextually guess the next element. To effectively address this issue, we adopted a433

novel variation of the conventional GAN architecture, denominated Arbitrated Generative Adversarial434

Networks (A-GANs). In particular, we introduced an additional DNN, termed the arbiter, in the GAN435

ecosystem, responsible for the assessment of the reliability of the generated visual outputs based on436

the designated class which they are naturally expected to belong. The arbiter is able to provide a437
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classification-based loss associated with each generated image, in contrast to the reconstruction-based438

losses that are most commonly used in other cases where the desired visual output is known during439

the training procedure. We thoroughly evaluated the capabilities of the proposed approach in two440

scenarios, one for the next-digit and one for the next-letter prediction. The introduction of the arbiter441

as an essential overseer of the validity of the generation process, not only constitutes a novel approach442

in the GANs’ target-image generation and next-frame prediction literature, but it is also demonstrated443

to achieve high in quality and creative results. Future work will be focused on the application and444

evaluation of the proposed approach in other scientific disciplines.445
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Abbreviations457

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:458

459

GAN(s) Generative Adversarial Network(s)
AI Artificial Intelligence
DNN(s) Deep Neural Network(s)
A-GAN Arbitrated Generative Adversarial Network
LSTM Long Short Term Memory
ConvLSTM Convolutional-LSTM
MSE Mean Squared Error
CoGAN Coupled Generative Adversarial Network
NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology
MNIST Modified NIST
EMNIST Extended MNIST
VGG Visual Geometry Group
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit
(D)CNN(s) (Deep) Convolutional Neural Network(s)
PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio
SSIM Structural Similarity Index Measure
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